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The hi-vis, high-stretch elastic 
design of the Helmet Lanyard 
make it the cost-effective and 
comfortable choice to keep hard 
hats safe at height.
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INSPECTION 
 
In addition to routine checks prior to each use, all equipment should undergo 
regular detailed inspection, conducted and recorded by a competent person 
using the NLG Inspection Checklist. If any part is worn or shows signs of 
degradation, immediately retire from service. In the event of a drop, quarantine 
the equipment for thorough inspection. 

NLG’s Helmet Lanyard is the answer to preventing helmets 
becoming another dropped PPE statistic. Designed to fit every 
hard hat design, the NLG Helmet Lanyard is hi-vis to allow for easy 
identification and is elasticated to improve wearer comfort.

The unique Tough Teeth™ clip connects easily to all types of fabric 
and is specially designed to be used with only one hand. It is load 
rated to break at 14kg providing an additional safety feature if 
working in proximity to moving machinery.
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PRODUCT DATA 
 
Weight: 20 Grams 
EAN (GTIN-13): 5060572180178 
HTS Code: 5609.00.4000

Specification
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 - Hi-vis design provides easy visibility and promotes site 
compliance

 - High-stretch elasticated webbing is comfortable and keeps 
out of the way

 - Universal compatibility means the lanyard works with any 
helmet and quickly attaches to the accessory slot or internal 
harness

 - Unique Tough Teeth™ clip design is effortless to attach, even 
with gloves on

 - Safety breakaway feature ensures user safety near moving 
parts or machinery

 - Great value makes it ideal for high volume construction site 
use

 - Dynamic load tested and third party certified

 - Dimensions: 40cm x 2cm
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View online
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NLG makes every effort to ensure the information in this Product Brief is accurate and 
current. However, NLG reserves the right to change the product specification when or if 
deemed necessary. NLG cannot be held responsible for any inaccuracies or omissions.
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